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WANTED: Developer
WeUsThem is looking for a full stack developer to help lead, design and implement client solutions across
platforms.
Ideally you would have 2-5 years (though we are always interested in enthusiastic newbies as well) as an in-depth
full stack developer who can take an idea from storyboard through UI and backend development. Direct previous
experience with deploying a scalable web and mobile application is an asset. This person must also want to work
in a fast paced agency environment and be passionate about bringing designs to life with code.

Technical Skills:
JJ PHP

JJ jQuery

JJ MySQL

JJ CSS 3 & HTML5

JJ Apache

JJ C#

JJ Cloud Servers (Rackspace, Amazon)

JJ Xcode and/or Swift

JJ JavaScript (frameworks such as Angular)

JJ Java

Experience in the following:
JJ Cross platform and device, mobile app development
with integrated and secure communicative hooks
JJ Mobile and cross browser responsive development
JJ Knowledge and experience with PHP, MySQL or
PgSQL or NoSQL
JJ Deploying and maintaining cloud based systems
JJ Data-handling via AJAX, JSON, and REST APIs
JJ Experience building complex user interactions for
consumer facing platform
JJ Experience with build tools (ie Grunt)

Qualified candidates will have:
JJ An outstanding sensibility and and superb
communication skills
JJ Experience working as part of a team in an office
environment
JJ A sense of humour
JJ Ability to organize and to be able to prioritize
time-sensitive assignments
JJ Ability to take directions, collaborate and lead
JJ Motivation and eagerness to continually learn and
expand existing skill sets

JJ Agile development, milestones, sprints
JJ RESTful API design
Please forward your salary expectations along with your resume and cover letter to chase@weusthem.com with the
subject line “Wanted: Developer”.
We’re looking to hire creative, inventive people. Don’t be afraid to send us something truly unique.
Show us who you really are!

About Us:
WeUsThem is an end-to-end agency which develops creative executions and strategies across the web, TV, radio,
mobile, desktop, print and other media. This includes the design, development and strategic management of
online and social properties, Mobile Apps and eBooks, advertising and media buying, identity development, long
term management as well as managing campaigns across industries, sectors and consumer profiles.
WeUsThem consults with local and foreign governments, heads of state, MNCs and Fortune 500 companies, as
well as SMBs, for strategic planning, in academia, hospitality, healthcare, real estate, business services and other
industries, across all three sectors.
We believe in authenticity, creativity, respect, and compassion, and we practice these values at all levels of our
organization.
More information and details are available at weusthem.com.
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